
!Music Master Class and Concerts at  “La Mélodieuse” in the Luberon!"

organized by Yuko Uébayashi, composer


Since 1998 I have lived in Paris and I met various musicians. I lived with music and I 
created my pieces there. During that time, I am very grateful that many people from 
all over the world have performed my pieces, sympathizing with my music.


In 2018, after 20 years in Paris, I moved to a small village called Puget in the Luberon, 
Provence, South France for my new step in my life.


Here, the pleasant wind that blows down under the clear blue sky sounds pine needles, 
and at night the full starry sky where the flow of the galaxy can be seen spreads. 
When the season comes, the flowers of red poppy and Lavender bloom, and it is a daily 
life to live with the blessings of nature such as fresh fruits, vegetables and herbs. The 
Luberon is full of the energy of nature and the joy of life.


Through my life here, I have come to want to share and transmit the joy of music in 
this surroundings. Now I can deeply understand why Sviatoslav Richter chose The 
Luberon for the place of the now-famous ”Festival International de Piano de la Roque 
d’Anthéron”. I built a music salon in our home for sharing the music. I named here "La 
Mélodieuse".

At this "La Mélodieuse", a new type of class has started since the summer of 2020. 
Regardless of amateur, professional, age, performance level, or instrumentation, I would 
like to meet a variety of people who loves the music here.


The purpose of this class is#

“Discovering and sharing the joy of music in the clear air of The Luberon with 
musicians, students, villagers, and visitors from all over the world.”

“I would like to listen to the performance of my pieces directly and coach it so that 
people can understand my pieces more clearly and at the same time find out the music 
of the performers themselves”

I believe.


Information about the class




$ Location

“La Mélodieuse”

Route du Luberon 

Puget-sur-Durance FRANCE


$ Class contents


Invited as a professor who is a world-renowned flutist and the premiere of my work or 
a wonderful flutiest friend who plays my pieces frequently.

The students study a repertoire of flute works in their class with flute professor and 
study my pieces together in my own class.

Concert by professors and by students are also held.

⭐ The class also accepts participation as chamber music.


* Duration : Held for 7 days


* Attendance Fee : 1200euros 

  -Class fee 960euros

%%Individual lesson by flute professor  3 times X 1 hour

%%Personal coaching by Yuko Uébayashi 3 times X 1 hour

     Include attendance of all classes (48 hours) and concerts.

  -Meal bill 240euros per person

     7 Dinners (arrival date + 6 days of class), 6 Lunches (6 days of class)

     Lunch is a buffet and Dinner is a seated dinner. All participants will surround the

     table.


* Capacity of each session : 8 people

%  The reception will be closed for 8 people.

     I would like to value the motivation of the participants. So I do not judge the

     performance in advance."

$ About accompanist


* Each class should be accompanied by an accompaniment or co-star.

* If you need a piano accompaniment, we will organize it here.


*Accompaniment fee 200euros

Includes accompaniment for all classes attended and attendees' concert.

If you wish, you can rehearse with an accompaniment for 25euros per hour.




$ Schedule


Session 1 : July 4 (Mon) - July 10 (Mon)


With Michel Moragues  (Soliste à l’Orchestre National de France et Professeur de 
Musique de Chambre au Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris) and with 
Yuko Uébayashi


Accompanist: Jasmin Arakawa (Professor of Piano and Piano Area Coordinator at the 
University of Florida)


July 4 (Mon) : Arrival, Meet at Dinner at La Mélodieuse

July 5 (Tue) - July 10 (Sun) &Classes open 

July 8 (Fri) A concert by Michel Moragues and Jasmin Arakawa  on the night 

Yuko Uebayashi’s New Piece “Deuxième Sonate pour flûte et piano” will be 
premiered.

July 9 (Sat) A concert by Students on the night 


Session 2 : August 9(Tue) - August 15 (Mon)


With Carol Wincenc (Professor at The Juilliard School) and with Yuko Uébayashi


Accompanist: Misaki Baba 


August 9 (Tue) : Arrival, Meet at Dinner at La Mélodieuse

August 10 (Wed) - August 15 (Mon) &Classes open 

August 12 (Fri) A concert by Carol Wincenc on the night 

August 15 (Mon) A concert by Students on the night 


$ Accommodation

*Stay at home

 We will organize your stay at the home in Puget Village.

 You can stay in a room by yourself and practice in your room.

* Price : 30euros per night, breakfast included

(Prices may vary slightly for each accommodation)


*Stay at hotel

If you would like to stay in the hotel, there is a good hotel where is a 5-minutes walk 
from La Mélodieuse.

Hotel Les Mazers du Luberon

https://www.mazets.fr


https://www.mazets.fr


⭐  July and August are very high season in Luberon,  so they will be full soon. Please 
make a reservation early by yourself  if you wish.


* There are many hotels and Airbnb in the vicinity.


$ Access to La Mélodieuse

' Nearest airport

Marseille Provence Airport (about 50 minutes drive to La Mélodieuse)

(About 1 hour by air from Paris to Marseille Provence Airport)


* Nearest TGV station

Aix-en-Provence TGV (about 45 minutes drive to La Mélodieuse)

(3 hours by train from Paris Gare de Lyon to Aix-en-Provence TGV)

Avignon TGV (about 45 minutes drive to La Mélodieuse)

(2.5 hours by train from Paris Gare de Lyon to Avigon TGV)


*Nearest local line station

Senas (15 minutes by car to La Mélodieuse)


*A car sharing will be arranged at the dates of Arrival and Departure at Marseille 
Provence Airport, Aix-en-Provence TGV or Avignon TGV

Transfer price : 25euros (Max) per person one way.


$Contact and Informations

If you would like to participate, or if you have any questions, please contact the 
following e-mail address.


info@yukouebayashi.com


mailto:info@yukouebayashi.com

